Palliation of Vertebral Metastases with Radiotherapy: Exploration of Volumetric-Modulated Arc Therapy From Development to Implementation in Routine Clinical Practice.
The development of volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) in radiation therapy has allowed for improved dose escalation and a decrease in radiation-induced toxicities for patients. This article will describe a single centre's experience in development and implementation of VMAT for palliation of vertebral metastases. A retrospective planning analysis of 10 cases identified that utilization of VMAT decreases overall planning time with a statistically significant improvement in target coverage when compared with the current conventional technique. PTV Dmax (P = .02), PTV V9519Gy (95%) (P = .01), dose conformation (P = 1.8e-004), and the homogeneity index (P = .019) were all superior for VMAT plans with an average PTV length of 22.46 cm. Another benefit of VMAT utilization is a significant decrease in treatment delivery time, which reduced treatment times from 9.95 minutes to 2.98 minutes. Immobilization was also carefully considered, and rotational errors were measured and fell within institutional tolerances when VMAT was delivered using simple immobilization devices. Clinical implementation of this technique, utilizing a highly conformal target volume to decrease radiation-induced toxicities and minimizing the length of time patients are required to maintain their treatment positions, aims to improve the palliative radiotherapy experience for patients with painful spinal metastases.